PAULA D'ANDREA | ROCK YOUR LIFE TV
Appearance Release

For good and valuable consideration, receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledge, I authorize
Paula D'Andrea and Rock Your Life TV, to make use of my appearance for “http://rockyourlife.tv”
I irrevocably agree that you may interview tape and photograph me, and make audio and visual recordings of
my voice, conversation and sounds, including any performance of any musical composition (s), during and in
connection with my appearance and that you shall be the exclusive owner of the results and proceeds of such
taping, photography and recording with the right, throughout the universe, in any media (including, w/o
limitation in the Program, on the Internet, podcast, in interactive media and in any and all advertisements,
promotion or other marketing of the program and any other ancillary and subsidiary uses) now known or
hereafter devised, an unlimited number of times in perpetuity, to copyright, to use and to license others to use, in
any manner, all or any portion thereof or of a reproduction thereof in connection with the Program or otherwise.
I further agree that you may use and license others to use my name, voice, likeness and any biographical
material concerning me, in any and all media and in the promotion, advertising, sale, publicizing and
exploitation of the Program and/or otherwise [and ancillary and subsidiary products in connection with the
Program] throughout the universe in all media (including w/o limitation in all forms, television, interactive
media, the internet and any and all ancillary and subsidiary uses) now known or hereafter devised, an unlimited
number of times in perpetuity. I further represent that any statements made by me during my appearance are
true, to the best of my knowledge, and that neither they nor my appearance will violate or infringe upon the
rights of any third party.
I also agree I will not alter, edit, or in any way reformat or use for commercial purposes any copy or copies of
the episode I appeared in that have been provided to me by PD/RYL TV. I have no other claim to any other
episodes other than my own. My copy/copies are to be used solely for promotion of the episode and not for
commercial purposes. I will not make any claims that it is in any way my property or that I have shot, edited,
paid for or provided this video or it's distribution. In any and all promotion, placement and usage I will give full
credit to Paula D'Andrea and Rock Your Life TV, and also provide a credit link back to the episode page on
http://rockyourlife.tv
I agree to grant Paula D'Andrea and Rock Your Life TV (“PD/RYL TV”) and its successors, licensees and
assigns the right but not the obligation to incorporate musical compositions, artwork, designs, home films, video
footage and still photographs in any manner PD/RYL TV sees fit in PD/RYL TV’s “rockyourlife.tv”. I warrant
and represent that I have the right to grant all rights granted herein and PD/RYL TV’s use of the Property as
permitted herein will not infringe on the rights of any third party. I indemnify and hold PD/RYL TV, its
successors, licensees and assigns, harmless from and against any and all claims, damages, liabilities, costs and
expenses arising out of any breach of the foregoing warranty.
I hereby waive any right of inspection or approval of my appearance or the uses to which such appearance may
be put. I acknowledge that you will rely on this permission potentially, at substantial cost to you and hereby
agree not to assert any claim of any nature whatsoever against anyone relating to the exercise of the permissions
granted hereunder.
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